Deforestation models
This laboratory presents TerraME examples for modeling land change. We will consider the
database “amazonia.mdb”, which contains a 100x100km2 cell space with data related to
deforestation in Amazônia. Figure 1 shows a picture of the deforestation for each cell. This data
is a simplified version of the database used in (Aguiar 2006). The attributes of the cell space are:
• defor: percentage of deforestation;
• pop_dens_96: population density from 1996 census;
• pop_tx_urban_96: urbanization rate from 1996 census;
• pop_pc_migr_91_96: migration rate from 1991 to 1996;
• agr_area_small: percentage of cultivated area for small farms;
• agr_area_medium: percentage of cultivated area for medium farms;
• agr_area_large: percentage of cultivated area for large farms;
• dist_urban_areas: average distance to urban areas;
• dist_roads: average distance to roads;
• conn_markets_inv_p: strength of connection to markets
• clima_humi_min_3_ave: humidity in the three driest months;
• clima_precip_min_3_a: precipitation in three driest months;
• soils_fert_B1: average soil fertility
• prot_all1: percentage of protected areas in 1996
• prot_all2: proposed percentage of protected areas in 2006

Figure 1 – A cell space of deforestation in Amazônia.
The model considers a fixed demand for change, which will be allocated spatially. It
calculates the potential for change at each cell. Then, it divides the demand as a proportion of
the potential of change. We will consider three models: a simple diffusive model, a simple
regression model, and a spatial regression model.
A spatial diffusive model for land change
Consider a spatial model that allocates 30.000 km2 of deforestation in Amazônia for 10 years.
The potential of change for each cell is the average of neighbor’s deforestation. The allocation
function is proportional to the cell’s potential, divided by the total potential for change. The
result is shown in Figure 2 and the model is shown in Figure 3. It works as follows:
1. Reads the data from the database (command csQ = CellularSpace{…);
2. Creates a 3x3 neighborhood (createMooreNeighbourhood (csQ));
3. Defines a new attribute for potential for change (using the command forEachCell(
..

cell.pot = 0 … );

4. Calculate the change potential for each cell. This requires a traversal of the cell space
(for…). The potential for change for a cell is the average of its neighbor’s
deforestation.
5. Assign the demand based on the potential for each cell. This needs a second for… loop.
This loop is inside an allocation loop that considers the case where the change potential
for a cell may exceed 100% of deforestation.
6. Synchronize the cell space after each time step and save the last time step.

Figure 2 – Result of the diffusive model after 10 years.
CELL_AREA = 10000
FINAL_TIME = 10
ALLOCATION = 30000 -- yearly demand
LIMIT = 30 -- max deforestation not allocated in each year
-- GLOBAL VARIABLES
csQ = CellularSpace{
database = "amazonia.mdb",
theme = "dinamica",
select= {"defor", "dist_urban_areas",
"conn_markets_inv_p", "prot_all2"}
}
-- RULES
csQ:load()
createMooreNeighborhood(csQ)
calculatePotNeighborhood = function(cs)
local total_pot = 0
forEachCell(cs, function(cell)
cell.pot = 0
local countNeigh = 0
if cell.defor < 1.0 then
forEachNeighbor(cell, function(cell, neigh)
-- The potential of change for each cell is
-- the average of neighbors’ deforestation.
-- fully deforested cells have zero potential
cell.pot = cell.pot + neigh.defor
countNeigh = countNeigh + 1
end)
if cell.pot > 0 then

-- increment the total potential
cell.pot = cell.pot / countNeigh
total_pot = total_pot + cell.pot
end
end
end)
return total_pot
end
deforest = function(cs, total_pot)
-- ajust the demand for each cell so that
-- the maximum demand for change is 100%
-- adjust the demand so that excess demand is
-- allocated to the remaining cells
-- there is an error limit (30 km2 or 0.1%)
local total_demand = ALLOCATION
while total_demand > LIMIT do
forEachCell(cs, function(cell)
newarea = (cell.pot / total_pot)* total_demand
cell.defor = cell.defor + newarea/CELL_AREA
if cell.defor >= 1 then
total_pot = total_pot - cell.pot
cell.pot = 0
excess = (cell.defor - 1) * CELL_AREA
cell.defor = 1
else
excess = 0
end
-- adjust the total demand
total_demand = total_demand - (newarea - excess)
end)
end
end
hasPotential = function(cell1)
return cell1.pot > 0
end
greaterPotential = function(cell1, cell2)
return cell1.pot > cell2.pot
end
for i = 1, FINAL_TIME do
local total_pot = calculatePotNeighborhood (csQ)
t = Trajectory{csQ, hasPotential, greaterPotential}
deforest(t, total_pot)
end
csQ:save(time, "defor2_", {"defor"})

Figure 3 – The TerraME source code for a simple diffusive land change model.

A regression model for land change
We will now consider a regression model based on three driving forces: distance to urban
centers, connection to markets, and protected areas. The potential for change is based a linear
regression between the cell’s current deforestation and the expected deforestation, as follows:
• Calculate the expected deforestation as
expected = -0.45*log (distance to urban areas)
+0.26*(connection to markets)
-0.14*(protected areas)
+2.313
• Calculate the potential for change as
cell.pot = expected – cell.defor
• Normalize the potentials (since there may be negative potentials) and allocate 30,000
km2 for 10 years.
This model is a simplified version of the detailed deforestation model developed by
(Aguiar 2006). Please see that document for details on the model. The function to calculate the
potential of the model is shown in Figure 4. The rest of the model is equal to the previous
model. The result is showin in Figure 5.
calculatePotRegression = function(cs)
local total_pot = 0
-- The potential for change is the residue of a
-- linear regression between the cell’s
-- current and expected deforestation
-- according to the following model:
forEachCell(cs, function(cell)
cell.pot = 0
if cell.defor < 1.0 then
expected = - 0.450 * math.log10 (cell.dist_urban_areas)
+ 0.260 * cell.conn_markets_inv_p
- 0.140 * cell.prot_all2
+ 2.313
if expected > cell.defor then
cell.pot = expected - cell.defor
total_pot = total_pot + cell.pot
end
end
end)
return total_pot
end

Figure 4 - Source code for a linear regression land change model.

Figure 5 – Result of land change model based on linear regression.
A combined diffusive/regression model
We will now consider a spatial regression model based on four driving forces: the deforestation
on the neighbors, distance to urban centers, connection to markets, and protected areas. For a
detailed discussion of the impact of neighbors on deforestation, see (Aguiar 2006). The potential
for change is based on the residues of a spatial regression between the cell’s current
deforestation and the expected deforestation according to the following model:
• Calculate the expected deforestation as
expected =
+
-

0.73*log10(AVERAGE(neighbor deforestation))
0.15*log10 (distance to urban centers)
0.05*(connection to markets)
0.07*(protected areas) + 0.7734;

• Calculate the potential for change for each cell as
potential = expected – deforestation
• Allocate 30,000 km2 for 10 years for all cells with positive potentials. Note there may be
negative potentials, which are cells with more deforestation than expected. In this case,
there is no change for the cell.
This model is a simplified version of the detailed deforestation model developed by
(Aguiar 2006). The function to calculate the potential of the model is shown in Figure 6. The
rest of the model is equal to the first deforestation model. The result is showin in Figure 7.

calculatePotMixed = function(cs)
local total_pot = 0
forEachCell(cs, function(cell)
cell.pot = 0
cell.ave_neigh = 0
-- Calculate the average deforestation
countNeigh = 0
forEachNeighbor(cell, function(cell, neigh)
-- The potential of change for each cell is
-- the average of neighbors’ deforestation.
if cell.defor < 1.0 then
cell.ave_neigh = cell.ave_neigh + neigh.defor
countNeigh = countNeigh + 1
end
end)
-- find the average deforestation
if cell.defor < 1.0 then
cell.ave_neigh = cell.ave_neigh / countNeigh
end
-- Potential for change
if cell.defor < 1.0 then
expected =
0.7300
- 0.1500
+ 0.0500
- 0.0700
+ 0.7734

*
*
*
*

cell.ave_neigh
math.log10(cell.dist_urban_areas)
cell.conn_markets_inv_p
cell.prot_all2

if expected > cell.defor then
cell.pot = expected - cell.defor
total_pot = total_pot + cell.pot
end
end
end)
return total_pot
end

Figure 6 – Code for land change model based on spatial regression.

Figure 7 – Result of land change model based on spatial regression.
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